
The Perfect Image

	
 To promote the theory that our modern-day dependence upon massively executed teacher 
evaluations existed – a theory increasingly affixed, as the years of accountability passed, to 
practices of an ever more punitive micro-management – well, fully aware that district adoption 
would come at the phenomenal price of embracing the multiple heavily-prescribed structures of a 
mass instruction, vast sums of money (oh my now, really, who out there is still surprised):
	
 Were spent.  
	
 Again.

Now swaying alluringly on center stage?  
The latest pre-scripted frenzy: Thickly-flashy, day-by-day, minutely-calculated, heavily-

expensive, one-per-student-per-year workbooks.  
Ignorance, clearly, was bliss.  
Schools barely scraping by yet elected to overlook the fact that in more than a few cases 

classroom shelves already bulged heavy with recently purchased textbooks.  Conversely, at 
phenomenal expense innovation-mandated, year-specific workbooks were assertively acquired.  
Densely-written, page-by-page manuals; manuals which, due to a never-endingly ordered 
alteration?

Obligated a never-endingly ordered repurchase.*
Leaning upon the now nationally adopted logic that – well, regardless of instructional 

background; regardless of years spent accruing a hands-on experience; regardless of classes 
taught or university degrees earned?  School-score-identified bad teachers could surely never 
access page-by-page, self-explanatory manuals or be classroom competent unless forced to meet, 
year after year, with extravagantly flown-in workbook representatives, one-to-two-week-long 
teacher trainings were instigated at a mind-boggling cost.  As the rationale behind modern-day 
accountability held?  

It was only through this directly forced contact with the enlightened minds of pre-scripted 
writers (and oh, my, but wasn’t this repeatedly made clear) that a true educational magic might 
occur.  It was, after all, the mushrooming supply of exceptional thinkers who wrote, or simply 
peripherally represented, these phenomenally costly and fully pre-scripted programs who 
absolutely and undoubtedly were the true educational geniuses.  The gloriously pioneering 
masterminds: the true academic saviors for whom, all of these many long years?

Low-income schools had been anxiously awaiting.
	
 Although.
	
 Well now; was it possible? 
	
 Was it possible that these well-educated and assuredly well-meaning (if hugely 
expensive) pre-scripted writers and sales representatives had, somehow, along the way managed 
to miss a tiny, but, oh gosh, probably important point?  Was it possible that they had missed the 
fact that the children who attended low-scoring, inner-city schools might not actually be (slow 
down now; big surprise ahead) the economically stable, fluent English-speaking, reliably 
attending offspring of Harvard professors who had read not only the entire Protestant Bible, but 
the complete works of long-dead British poets and playwrights to their children in utero?

No matter how often educators spoke up; no matter how many times teachers voiced their 
concerns that an inflexible, pre-scripted curriculum written and promoted by privileged-class 
thinkers did not actually match low-income, culturally-diverse instructional needs;† no matter 
how avidly educators argued that an immovable prescription generated academic havoc as it 



detachedly ignored the realities of everyday low-income lives – the more the district refused any 
admission of a harmful miscalculation.  

Preening under the now nationally generated title of No-excuses Reformers, proponents 
of a day-by-day-pre-scripted micro-management moved to escalate an everybody-on-the-same-
page instruction.  Loudly promoting the long-term “growth” projected through a purchase of 
minutely-pre-scripted programs, in a tactically executed razzle-dazzle back flip?
 	
 Once again district leaders managed to bypass not only any recognition of, but any 
responsibility for, the growing number of debilitating social, cultural and environmental issues 
which much more profoundly affected a true-life student achievement.  In our modern age now 
so blindly dedicated to the Big Money theory of instantaneous innovations?
	
 Surely a district image was much, much more important than any of those true-life 
student results.  Shockingly expensive, mass produced and overwhelmingly pre-scripted 
workbooks may not have matched the real-life needs of poor and often diversely unique students, 
but – written, published and promoted, as they were, by Very Important People?
	
 Well, the use of these programs made the district look damned good.  
	
 And in modern days pushing to implement the über-benevolent magic of silver bullet 
solutions:
	
 That mattered.º 

*What is perhaps just as frightening is to see, at the end of a school year, how so many building dumpsters (many of 
them not even set up for recycling) are now filled to overflowing with an excess of these used, slightly used, or 
never-used-but-now-outdated pre-scripted manuals.

†Here I would point out that the term “privileged-class thinker” cannot be tied solely to the dominant culture, but 
applies just as well to any non-dominant-culture citizen who has been educated exclusively inside dominant-culture 
perimeters (i.e. the university educated Hispanic administrator who explained to me emphatically that the Hispanic 
experience was fully represented in our American Literature textbooks simply through the inclusion of Columbus – 
a man who, while he may have forced the inception of the Hispanic culture?  Was technically never himself 
Hispanic.)

ºTake a little time to uncover the names and faces behind the many heavily written and massively prescribed school 
“reform” programs.  Ultimately you will find not only unprecedented corporate profits, but big-name I-think-I’ll-
run-for-President investors.


